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Introduction. The aim of this paper is to prove two vanishing theorems
for cohomology groups related to discrete uniform subgroups of semisimple Lie
groups.

Let p be a representation of a real linear semisimple Lie group G and Γ
a discrete subgroup of G such that Y\G is compact. Assume that Γ contains
no elements of finite order. In § 1 we give a criterion in terms of the highest
weight of p for the vanishing of HP{Y, p), the pth cohomology group of Γ
with coefficient in p. This criterion is a generalisation of a theorem of
Matsushima and Murakami [3].

In §2 we prove the following theorem (Corollary to Theorem 3). Let G
be a complex semisimple Lie group without any simple component of rank 1.
Then for any discrete subgroup Γ such that Y\G is compact, the canonical
complex structure on the space Γ\G is rigid. (This question whether these
complex structures are rigid was raised by Professor Matsushima).

1. A vanishing theorem for the cohomology of discrete
uniform subgroups

Let G be a connected real linear semisimple Lie group and Γ a discrete
subgroup such that the quotient Y\G is compact. Let g0 be the Lie algebra of
left-invariant vector-fields of G and go=foθt>o

 a Cartan-decomposition of g0,
ϊ0 being the algebra. Let K be the (compact) Lie subgroup corresponding to f0
and X—G/K the corresponding symmetric space. To every representation of
G in a finite dimensional real (or complex) vector space F> Matsushima and
Murakami [2] have associated certain cohomology groups: we follow their nota-
tion and denote these groups by HP(Y, X, p). (In the case when Γ has no
elements of finite order Γ acts freely on X and HP(Y, X, p) is isomorphic to
the pth cohomology group of Γ with coefficients in the restriction pΓ of p to Γ).
In the same article, they prove moreover the following result (see in particular
§ 6, § 7). (Proposition 1 below).
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The vectorfields in g0 project under the natural map G->Γ\G into vector-
fields on Γ\G. We will from now on identify g0 with this algebra of vectorfields
on Γ\G. Let φ be the Killing form on g0 and {X^λ<i^N and {Xa}N+1^a^n be
bases of p0 and ϊ0 such that φ{X{, Xj) = 8£J and φ(Xa, Xβ) = — δΛβ. Let
A0(Ty X, p) be the vector space of C°°-/>-forms η on Y\G satisfying i) ixv=®
and ii) θxy=p(X)v for every X^ϊ0 where ix (resp θx) denotes interior deriva-
tion (resp. Lie derivation) of η with respect to the vectorfield X. Because of
i) and ii) η is determined by its values i1- ip='η(Xil"'Xi ). Finally, let Δ^ be
the operator

Δ»: A%{T, X, P) -> A%Γ, X, p)

defined by

Σ

Σ Σ+ Σ Σ (-1)""1 {(- \xiu, XA+c(\Xiu. XM vkil...7u..,pΣ Σ
With this notation, we have

Proposition 1. HP(Γ> X, p) is canonίcally isomorphic to the vector space

Again, following [2], we define two operators Δξ> and Δ£ as follows:

-XiP) = - Σ ^ , , ..>+ΣΣ (-i , Xk]vkiy.riu...ip

Then Δ / >=Δ o + Δ " . In §7 [2], it is moreover proved that

,...,^! Σ

where ( , >F is a positive definite scalar product on F for which p(X) is
(hermitian) symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric (hermitian)) for I G ( ) 0 (resp. ϊ0).
It follows therefore that if Δ ^ = 0 ,

. J J J r / G < ( A ^ ) , v . . < v vh...ip>F>o
We obtain therefore

Proposition 2. If the quadratic form on the space of exterior p-forms on
p0 with values in F defined by

v-> Σ <(Xv)iv..ip, yiv..ip>F
i!<-<ip

is positive definite, then HP(Γ, X, p)=0.
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In the main result of this section we give a sufficient criterion in terms of the

"highest weight" of p with respect to a suitable Cartan-subalgebra of g0 in order

that Δp define a positive definite quadratic form.

Let g denote the complexification of g0 and ϊ and p those of ϊ0 and p0. We

identify I and p with subspaces of g. Let §ΪQ be a Cartan-subalgebra of ϊ0 and ΐ}0

a Cartan-subalgebra of g0 such that §oZ)ί)fo. Let ί)j)o=ίJoΠ}V Let f̂  f) and f)$

denote respectively the complexifications of §ΪQ ί)0 amd f)$o. Then ϊj is a Cartan-

subalgebra of g. Let Δ be the system of roots of g with respect to §. For α G Δ

let HΛ^ί) be the unique element such that φ(Haf H)=a(H) for all i/eί) . Then,

it is well known that the real subspace Ϊ ) * = Σ RH* of g spanned by the {ϋΓrt}Λ€ΞΔ
tfGΔ

is the same as z§foθ}V Moreover if θ is the extension to g to the Cartan

involution θ0 denfied by the Cartan-decomposition go^ϊoΦPo* then θ is an auto-

morphism of g leaving ϊ) invariant. Hence θ acts on the dual of ίj and permutes

the elements of Δ. The set Δ may then be decomposed as the disjoint union

A \JB U C of three subsets i , β and C

where A = {a\αeΔ; θ{ά) = a; θ{Ea) = Ea)

B = {a\a(=A; θ(a) Φ a}

; θ(a) = a;

(In the sequel we sometimes write aθ for θ(a)).

We introduce next a lexicographic order on the (real) dual of ϊj* as follows: let

H19 , Hg be an orthonormal basis of f)* with respect to φ (φ \ ^ is positive

definite) chosen so that Hlf , HJ form a basis of tί)^ and if the centre c0 of ϊ0 is

non-zero, of dimension r, then Hiy •••, Hr belong to z'c0; for a, β in the (real)

dual of ί)*, a> β if the first non-vanishing difference a{Ht)—β{Hi) is greater

than zero. Let Δ + be the system of positive roots with respect to this order and

let A+=AΓ\A+

y ΰ + = B Π Δ + 1 , C = n C Δ + . Then θ leaves A+, B+ and C+

invariant. Let 2i=A+U{a\a(ΞB+; θ(a)>a} and ^2=-C + U{a\a^B+; θ(a)

Theorem 1. Let p denote a finite dimensional representation of G in a

complex vector-space Fy as also the induced representation of g. Let Λp be the

highest weight of p with respect to the above defined Cartan-subalgebra and the

order on the dual ofί)*. Then if ^ΣP= {cc\a^^29 φ(Ap, tf)φθ} contains more

than q elements, then the Hermitian quadratic form Qp defined by

Σ
<<is positive definite for p<q. Hence HP(T, X, p)=0 for \<p<q.

Before we proceed to the proof of the theorem, we will make a few prelimi-

nary simplifications:
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L e m m a 1. Let E be the qth exterior power of p and let a be the isomorphism

onto F®E of the space of exterior q-forms on p with values in F defined by

^ - ^ Σ ^ ^ . .
Then

Tq

p = laoLloa-1 = 2(P®l)(c)+(l®σ)(c')-(p®l)(c')-(p®σ)(c')

where
JV n

- V"1 V2 VI V2

c — 2-ι -**• i— 2-ι ^ Λ

and c'=— Σ XI a r e elements of the enveloping algebras of g and ϊ and σ

denotes the adjoint representation of I in E. Hence Tq

pis a symmetric endomorphism

of F®E with respect to the scalar product

Proof. We have
IT

(Al)iv..iq = Σ p{xkY

For every ^-tuple Iq=(i1<.
notation,

1 N

— τq

p(x(η) = Σ { Σ p(X-k)2

2 iq *=i

= Σίέp(**):

Iq k=l

= Σ{Σ/>W
Iq k=l

On the other hand,
n

a(Xa)Xj = >! ,

It follows that

1 ^Tqof(r)\ = V^ V^

— ίy1 or"

r'iv iq\Z-i Z-i '

'<Ciq), we write Jί7^ for Z^Λ ΛX^. In this

α(ί) = Σ ^

%q+r Σ .

Vβ+ Σ .

= 1

- v .

^ ) 2 ® I + Σ P '

φXi,

- l)""1/>([-X'<β, ^*])'7ft. 1...ί«..., J ® ^ 7 ,

p(-lΓ /K[^.,^>Λ}®^.

^ V Λ V V Λ V \

A Λ A i Γ " A y ; M AΛJg)

r̂  + Σ P^αj)7?/^®^^^)^/^

(XΛ)®σ(XΛ)}α(^)}
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Now the required result follows from the fact

2p(Xa)® σ{Xa) = {p{Xa)®\ +1 ®<r{Xa)Y-p{Xaf® 1 -

That TQ

P is a hermitian symmetric endomorphism follows from the facts that

p(X{) and σ(X£) are hermitian symmetric while p(Xa) and σ(Xa) are skew-

hermitian with respect to <( , yF and the extension to E of the Killing form on p0.

Lemma 2. a) If A ά the highest weight of an irreducible representation p

of g induced by a representation p of G, then

p(c) = {φ{A, A ) + Σ ψ{K a)}. Identity

b) when restricted to the (irreducible) K-subspace generated by the eigen-space

corresponding to the highest weight A,

p(c') = l±φ(A+Aθ, Λ+Λ*)+ Σ φU °^)\ . Identity.

For a proof see [4]: Lemmas 4 and 16(c).

L e m m a 3. If Ax and A2 are the highest weights of two irreducible represen-

tations p19 p2 of Q, such that Λx—Λ2 is a non-negative linear combination of

simple roots o/g, then Xi>X2 where ρk(c)=(Xk. Identity) (k=l, 2). Equality can

occur only if A1=A2.

The same conclusions hold for ϊ and c' instead of g and c provided that Ax

and Λ2 coincide on the center off.

For the proof see Lemma 5 [4].

Proof of Theorem 1. We obtain the eigen-values of Tq

p as follows: Let

E = Σ±Eμ and F=^Fλ and

be the decomposition of Ey F and FAξξ>Eμ, into irreducible ϊ-modules indexed

by the highest weights (for the order defined by Hly --, Hp on iί)k). Since p

is an irreducible representation of g and c is a central element of U(Q), ρ(c) is a

scalar operator. Similarly, since c' is central in U(t), p(c')®ly l®σ(c') and

(p®σ)(c') are scalars on Fλ E, F®EX and Vχμ. Hence Tq

p acts as a scalar on

each Vv

λμ. We denote the corresponding eigen-value by α(λ, μ, ẑ ). Among

Vv

λμ there is a unique irreducible component with highest weight v=X-\-μ we

denote the corresponding scalar a(X, μ, v) by a(Xy μ) with this notation, we have

Assertion I. a(\, μ> v)>a(X, μ); equality occurs only if v=\J

Γμ.

Proof. We denote the representation in Vv

λμ by ρ\μ. Then since (p®l)(c),

(ρξξ>l)(cf) and ( l ^ σ ) ^ ' ) all define the same scalar operator in
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*(λ, μ)+a(\9 μ, V) = PIF(C')-

(Here we have let plμ.(c') stand for the scalar). Now any weight in F λ ® £ μ

has the form X1-\-μί where X1 and μx are weights of Fλ and 2?μ; on the other
hand X — X1 and μ —μx are non-negative linear combination of simple roots of
k; hence so is (λ+μ)—(X^/^). It follows then from Lemma 3 that

Equality can occur only if X-\- μ—X^ μ1 and there is only one component of
Fλ®Eμ. with λ+/i as the highest weight. (Note that if ϊ has a centre, then the
central elements act as scalars on Fλ and E hence in all of Fx®Eμ).

Assertion II. Let fλ be a highest weight vector of F such that | | / λ | | J ,= l.
For « G Δ , let Eω be a root vector of a. Suppose that EaQfλ=0 for a^A+. If
there is an ao^B+ with 2?Λo/λφ0, then £ Λ o / λ G F λ l for some λx and a(X, μ)<
a(Xiy μλ)

Proof. Using the fact that θ is an involution, we have

θ Σ {C(Ea+Eaθ)®C(E_a+E..aθ)}

and the order chosen on ί)*=/ί)to has precisely {a\a^A+} and

as the positive roots. The roots of I are necessarily zero on the centre of ϊ.
It follows that the weights X and X-\-a0 (which is the weight corresponding to
£l

α>o/λ) have the same values on the centre. On the other hand, since λ + α 0

and λx are weights of the same irreducible representation of I, \1 and X-{-a0

have the same values on the centre of f. It follows that XX=X on the centre
of ϊ. Now X1—X=X1—(λ+tfo)+#o and λx—(X-\-a0) is a non-negative linear
combination of simple roots. Hence X1—X is a non-negative linear combination
of simple roots and λjΦλ. A similar remark holds for λ j+μ and λ-\-μ. It
follows then from Lemma 3 above that

and

The operators (p®l)) (c) and (l®cr) (c') on the other hand are scalars on the
whole of Fξ§E. Hence from the expression for Tq

p, the Assertion follows.

Assertion III. Suppose that EaFλ=0 for a^A+ \JB+ but that there is an
ao(=C+ such that £ Λ o / λ Φ θ . Then a(Xy μ)>0.

Proof. If {EΛ}Λ€ΞΔ a r e r o o t vectors so chosen that φ{Eω, E_a)=ly then, it
is well known that
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c =

It follows that

Σ
ι=i

Using the facts, £ β / λ = 0 for o : E i + U ^ + and that [Ea, E_a]=Ha, we have

p(c)A = Σ λ(//α)/λ+Σ Λ (#, )2Λ+ Σ p(EΛE^+E_aEa)fλ+ ±
+ 1 ί 1 Λ e C f i/

Hence

<p(c)f,, A>F = Σ

Now it is well known that JP admits an orthogonal decomposition with respect
t 0 < > >F m t 0 irreducible representations of the algebra Qf—CEa($CE_Λ(BCHa

for α e C + so that to prove that </0(£f^_αί+JS'_Λ£l

Λ)/λ,/λ>> | X(i/Λ) | equality
occurring only if Eafλ=0, we may assume that the g'-invariant subspace W
spanned by / λ is irreducible with respect to the three dimensional algebra. Now
by Lemma 2,

where X-\-kay k>0 is the highest weight in W (of g'). Hence

so that

(It is well known that (λ+&α)(i/Λ)> | X(Ha) \ since λ+/eα is the highest weight).
Moreover equality occurs only if Λ=0 if Λ=0, however, X is the highest weight
so that Eafλ=0. We have thus shown that

<P(EaE_a+E_aEa)fλ, / λ >> I X(Ha) I

equality occurring only if Eafλ=0. We have therefore,

> Σ λ(#Λ)+Σλ(tf,.)2+ ΣJM#.)I+ Σ

1

equality occurring only if Eafλ=0 for all a^C+. Moreover S= 2 ρ(H£)
2 is
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a non-negative symmetric operator so that

P(C)A, Λ>> Σ I MH») I + Σ
) / λ>+ Σ+1 HHa) I

with S>0 (Note that for a<=A+{jB+

y EΛfλ=0 so that \(HΛ)>0).
Using b) of Lemma 2, we have also

= {Σ>(#, )2+ Σ MHa+Hae)j2}. Identity
Σi

Σ (\+μ)(Ha+Haβ)l2. Identity
P

ί = l

and

so that if

= Σ μ{Htγ+ α Σ μ(Ha+Haβ)/2 . Identity

Vμ. is a unit weight vector of weight μ,

Now //, being a weight of σq it is the sum of q of the weights of the adjoint
representation of k0 in p0. Hence

where all the a{ belong to Σ2 Hence

Here equality can occur only if Eafλ=0 for « G Δ + and <5/λ, / λ >=0. It
follows therefore that α(λ, At)>0 if there exists α 0 e C + with 2^/χΦθ.

In view of Assertions I, II and III, we see that T is positive definite if and
only if <z(λ0, μ ) > 0 where λ0 is the greatest of the dominant weights {λ |λ^L} :
this follows from the fact that Eafλo=0 for all α G A + if and only if/\0 is the
highest weight vector for ρ; it follows that any weight of ρ\ k is of the form
λ 0 — Σ m ί r ( α ί ) where m{>{) and r(a£) are the restriction of positive roots of
g; finally r(α f)Φθ hence greater than zero (see Lemma 16 (f) [4]).

Thus to complete the proof of the Theorem, we need only prove

Assertion IV. If λ0 is the restriction r(A) of the highest weight A of p,
then <z(λ0, μ)>0 for all μ^M provided there are at least (#+1) roots a^^2

such that A(HΛ+HΛθ)>0.

Proof. By evaluation on the highest weight/λ ®eμ we have (Lemma 2)
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= {2 Σ A(HΛ+Haήl2+2 ± Λ(#, )2-2 ±
<*SΞΣ = 1

= {2 Σ MH.+HΛήl2-2± (Ha{+Hat£)l2+2± Λ(tf, )2}(Λ

where ^ = r ( Σ (α, +α?)/2). It follows that

β(\> > /̂ ) > 0 under our hypothesis,

since Σ Λ(#, ) 2 > 0 .
ί = l

This completes the proof of the Theorem.

REMARK 1. Theorem 1 generalises Theorem 12.1 of [3] where only the case
when G\K is hermitian symmetric, is considered. In fact, the present theorem
is more general than Theorem 12.1 of [3] even in this case: Hn(T, X, p) admits
a type decomposition (see [3])

H"(Γ, X,P)^ ii H"(Γ, X, P)
r + s=n

so that under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, we have

H"(Γ, X,P) = O

for r-\-s<q. Theorem 12.1 of [3] is the special case q=ά\mGjK. In section
§2, we will give an interpretation of the groups Hrs(T, X, p). In [4] all the
representations for which T\ is positive definite are determined.

REMARK 2. The author has checked in a number of classical cases, that if
G is simple and non-compact and p is any nontrivial irreducible representation,
then the number of elements in Σ P 1S greater than or equal to the rank of the
associated symmetric space.

2. Compact quotients of complex semisimple Lie groups

Let X be a complex manifold and J - ^ Z b e the universal covering of X.
Let Γ be the fundamental group of X acting fixed point free on X Let p be
a representation of Γ in a finite dimensional complex vector space. Let Lp

denote the local system associated to p and Wp the holomorphic vector bundle
associated to p. Let Lp and Wp denote respectively the sheaf of germs of
sections of Lp and holomorphic sections of Wp. By the de Rham theorem, the
cohomology groups HP(X> Lp) of X with coefficients in the local system Lp are
the cohomology groups of the complex

defined as follows: AP(T, X, p) is the vector space of C°°-exterior />-forms η on
X with values in F satisfying the condition
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^ M , - , Ύ*(tp)) =

where ίx, •••, tp are tangent vectors to X and 7*(£) denotes the image by γ of the
tangent vector t to X\ the boundary operator in the complex is the exterior
differentiation of F-valued forms on X. The complex structure on X gives a
decomposition of each of the space Ap(Γf X, p) as a direct sum 2H Ars(Ty X, p)

r + s=ρ

according to the bidegree. Moreover d=d'+d" where d' and d" are of bidegree
(1,0) and (0, 1) respectively. This gives A a structure of a double complex.
The term Eψ of the spectral sequence associated to this double complex is
clearly the qth cohomology of the complex

0 — AP'°(Γ, X, P) - AP'\Γ, X, p) ->.-. — ^ ' " ( Γ , X, p) - 0

(w=dimX). Again, by the Dolbeault theorem, the qth cohomology of this
complex is Hg(X, Ω (̂g) Wp) where Ωf is the holomorphic bundle of holomorphic

q
/>-forms, and ΩP®W is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic ^>-forms on X with

O
coefficients in W. Moreover, the derivation dx in the term E1 is clearly the
map induced by the exterior differentiation

o o

(since we have ΩP®W_?^£1P(&L9J the operator dabove makes sence: Ω
O c c

c
We have thus

Proposition 1. There is a convergent spectral sequence {£"£9}c<;r<°° con~
verging to H*(Γ, X, p) such that E%q=Hg(X, ΩP®WP) and d1 is induced by the

O
map d: ΩP®WP -> Ω*+1®Wp.

Now let X=G be a simply connected complex Lie group and Γ c G a discrete
subgroup; then X=Γ\G. Let g be the Lie algebra of left invariant vectorfields
on G. (Then elements of g may be regarded as vectorfields on T\G as well).
Let g c denote the complexification of g. Then g c ~ u 1 0 u 2 where ux and u2 are
respectively the complex ideals of holomorphic and antiholomorphic left-invariant
vectorfields. The natural projections g-^ttj and g->π2 define isomorphisms of
g on \x1 and u2 respectively.

Suppose now that p is the restriction of a representation of G in a finite
dimensional vector space JF. In this special case we can compute the term E2

as well.
In the first place, there is a canonical (holomorphic) isomorphism of the

vector bundle Wp on X with the trivial bundle. In fact the vector bundle Wp is
obtained as follows: the group Γ acts G xF by diagonal action:
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V(g> f) = (Ύg, P(l)f) for γ G Γ .

This is an (holomorphic) automorphism of the vector bundle G xF on itself
covering the left translation by y and hence this action defines a vector bundle
on Γ\G. Now let Φ : G xF-^GxF be the isomorphism

Then

Φ(7Λ P(Ύ)f) = (Ύg,

Hence Φ defines an isomorphism Φ o of Wp on the trivial bundle XxF.
Now, for left-invariant holomorphic vectorfields Zly-" ,Zp+1 and a holo-

morphic ^>-form ΎJ with values in F,

dv{zx,..., z,+1) = Σ (-lΓ'z^z,,..., z,,..., z,+1)

+ Σ (-ly+'viiZ,, ZJ\, Zr-ίr Zj-Z^)

It follows that

i, -, z p + 1 ) e o = Σ ( - I ) ' + 1 { P ( ^ ) - % P ( ^ M ^ , - , zit..., z ί + 1 ) } S o

Σ

Σ ( - i ) ' +iz,.5?(z1 .z,. z ί + 1)
,., Zj\, Zι..-ίl.Σ

(p has a natural extension to gc hence to uλ)
It follows that if we identify germs of holomorphic H^-valued forms on T\G
with germs of holomorphic F-valued forms on Γ\G through the isomorphism Φo,
the operator d is transformed into the operator d0 defined by

-, z p + 1 ) = Σ (-ly+KZi+ftZiMZ, -, z{, , z p + 1 )

Now the map which associates to each PFp-valued holomorphic p-ίorm η,
the JF-valued holomorphic form Φo(^) defined by

for every ^>-tuple (Zλ, , Zp) of projections of left invariant holomorphic vec-
torfields on G, defines an isomorphism Φp of the sheaf Ωp® Wp on the sheaf

P O

Hom c (Λu 1 , 0®F). Moreover clearly the diagram
c
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ΦP

Ω,p®Wμ *Homc(A%!, 0®F)
o,j \j c

ϊd
 ΦP+1 r

np+1&Wμ > Homc (Ap+1nly 0®F)
O c

where d0 is defined by equation ® above, is commutative. Now O is a sheaf of
Uj-modules: the m a p / >Zf ϊor the projection on X of a left invariant
holomorphic vectorfield Z on G defines a representation u^—g) in the Lie
algebra of endomorphism of Q. The stalks at a point x^X of the complex of
sheaves

0-+O®F-+Homc(n1, 0®F) - > . . - * Horn (Anniy 0®F)-+Q
c c c

from then clearly the standard complex of the Lie algebra u with values in
Ox®Fy where Qx is the stalk at x of 0. Passing then to the g^-cohomology
groups of this sheaves, we see that, we obtain the standard complex

0->H«(Xy O)®F-+Homc(niy Hq(Xy Q)®F)-Homc(Anιιiy Hq(Xy Q)®F)->0
c c c

where Hq(Xy Q) carries the u^module structure defined by the action of ux on Q
defined above and Hq(X, 0)®F is the tensor product of this representation and p.

Combining the preceding, with Proposition 1, we obtain

Theorem 2. Let G be a connected complex Lie group and Γ a discrete

subgroup. Let Q be the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on X=T\G. Let

p be a representation of G in a finite dimensional complex vector space F and Lp

the associated local system. Then there is a convergent spectral sequence {£"r}0̂ r<oo

converging to H*(Xy Lp) such that E$q=H*(g, H*(X, 0)®F) where H\X, Q)
c

and F are considered as g-modules as follows: a left-invariant vectorfield Y on G

projects on X as a vectorfield whose 1-parameter group is a group of holomorphic

automorphisms of X; hence f > Xf defines an endomorphism of Q and hence a

representation ofg; in F we have the representation p.

Proof. The argument above is incomplete only in two details, under the

isomorphism g -> n19 we must show the following:
i) If pc is the extension to g of p, then pcop1 and p are equivalent,
ii) Xf=p1(X) f
The former is a well known fact the latter follows from the fact that if p2: g -> u2

is the projection onto antiholomorphic vectorfields, then, p2(X)f=0 for holomor-
phic/.

A corollary is the following

Theorem 3. Let G be a connected complex semisίmple Lie group and Γ a
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discrete subgroup such that Y\G is compact. Then, ϋΓ(Γ\G, 0) where Q is the
sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on T\G vanishes provided that G has no
3-dimensional components.

Proof. Since T\G is compact H9(X, Q) are finite dimensional so that, in
view of the Whitehead Lemma for semisimple Lie algebras, we have, for any
finite dimensional representation p of G in a vector space F, in the spectral
sequence of Theorem 2

El° = Ef = 0. On the other hand,

is the homology of

Hence E11=E°2

1 = H\Q, H\X, 0)®F). NOW if H\X, 0)Φθ, and if we
c

choose F to be the dual of this module, then, H°(Q, H\X, 0)®F)φO. On
the other hand since the spectral sequence converges to H*(X, Lp), this implies
that H1(Xy Lp)Φθ. But according to [la] and [4] under the hypothesis of the
theorem, viz., that G has no 3-dimensional components, Hλ(X, Lp)=0, a con-
tradiction. Hence the theorem.

Corollary. IfTdGίsa discrete subgroup of a connected complex semisimple
Lie group G such that T\G is compact, then the natural complex structure on Y\G
is locally rigid.

Proof. T\G is holomorphically parallelisable. Hence the sheaf Θ of
germs of holomorphic vectorfields is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of Q.
From Theorem 3, therefore, HX{Γ\G, θ ) = 0 . It is well known that this last
implies that the complex structure is locally rigid.

REMARK. Reverting to the notation of §1, when K\G is hermitian sym-
metric, Matsushima and Murakami have given a type decomposition

H\T, X, p) = Σ #~(Γ, X, P).
r + s=q

The groups Hrs(Γ> X, p) have an interpretation in terms of the spectral sequence
of Proposition 1 of this section. In fact, according to proposition 1, there is a
spectral sequence converging to H*(T9 X, p) with Ef as Hg(X, Ω®WP). A

O
simple calculation using Lemma 4. 1 of [3] shows that Eψ is isomorphic to
Hp9(T, Xy p) and that the spectral sequence degenerates from the E2 stage
onwards.
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